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"We make it work"
The Bilfinger we know today as an industrial service provider has evolved greatly from its
beginnings in 1880. In fact, in the very beginning, Bilfinger was not “Bilfinger”. It originally was
made of three construction companies: Grün & Bilfinger AG, Julius Berger Tiefbau AG, and
Berlinische BodenGesellschaft.
Bilfinger caters to several services, and industries. An easy way to remember their work
portfolio is with the numbers 2, 4, and 6. Bilfinger runs two service lines, prominently does business
in 4 regions, and a focus on 6 core industries. The two service lines include technologies and
engineering & maintenance. The four main regions that Bilfinger services include Continental
Europe, Northwestern Europe, the Middle East, and North America. Lastly, the six core industries
that Bilfinger focuses on are chemicals and petrochemicals, energy, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals
and biopharma, metallurgy, and cement. Each job and project are different, so some of the regions
work more with particular core industries. With 36,000 employees, Bilfinger will get the job done, no
matter what. This is reflected in their mission statement: “We make it work”. Bilfinger is the leading
industrial service provider for a reason. They do not just provide a service. They see the service
through by encompassing all aspects of the value chain. This includes everything from consulting,
engineering, manufacturing, assembly, maintenance, plant expansion to turnarounds, environmental
technologies, and digital applications. Bilfinger’s goal is to do their jobs with such reliability that their
clients can relax and focus on their work.
While Bilfinger has worked on countless projects, some notable major projects include the Munich
Olympic Stadium that was completed in 1972, the Sydney Opera House which was completed in
1973, and Block 9 of the Power Station of Mannheim in Germany which was completed in 2013. The
last one is particularly interesting because Mannheim Germany is the town in which the builder
named August Bernatz settled down and where Bilfinger’s evolution began.
For more information on Bilfinger please visit: https://www.bilfinger.com/en

